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Mexico’s power market operator CENACE has confirmed 
that only one transaction will clear through the country’s 
first mid-term power auction, in an official results release 
published on 5 March.

That one transaction represents the purchase of 50MW of 
capacity (potencia) on Mexico’s mainland SIN power grid over 
2018 by Italian power generator ENEL from Global Power 
Generation, a subsidiary of Spain’s Gas Natural Fenosa.

The transaction was concluded at a price of Mexican pesos 
(Ps) 746,072 ($39,877) per MW year (MWyr).

This price indicates market expectations that potencia prices 
could rise this year, with the auction transaction clearing 5% 
higher than the closing price of Ps709,625/MWyr for the 2017 
potencia balancing market, posted by CENACE on 1 March.

Several other sales offers were qualified to participate in the 
tender but failed to secure contracts.

Two potencia bids were submitted by CFE VI, one of six 
generation subsidiaries of state power utility CFE, and 
Energia Azteca, a subsidiary of power generator Intergen.

Both offers were for quantities of 50MW over the course 
of 2018. CFE VI’s offer was for the SIN grid, priced at 
Ps780,000/MWyr, while Intergen’s offer was tied to the 
company’s 1.1GW La Rosita power plant, located on the 
Baja California power grid (BCA). That offer was priced 
at 2,102,322/MWyr, 250% higher than the 594,112/MWyr 
balancing market closing price for 2017.

The Mexican subsidiary of Swiss trader Vitol submitted two 
qualifying offers to sell energy. The offers, representing 2% 
of the total intermediate load of the Tepozteco and Fundidora 
aggregated load zones on the SIN, were priced at Ps2,260/
MWh and Ps2,160/MWh respectively. Energia Azteca also 
submitted an offer to deliver 2% of the baseload demand of 
the BCA grid through 2018, priced at just under Ps685/MWh.

Frustration
Market sources have expressed frustration and 
disappointment at the results of the tender.

The auction was the first to offer companies the opportunity 
to buy and sell electricity or potencia through contracts of 

up to three years, with any combination of years contracted. 
As such, it was expected to deliver price signals for near-
term transactions and boost liquidity on the MEM wholesale 
market.

Several sources had warned prior to the auction that price 
expectations from buyers participating in the round had been 
too low, and the lack of transactions posted through the 
round appears to have justified these concerns.

Faced with the disappointing results, several market 
participants suggested changes to the auction rules and 
guidelines, which could improve participation in future years.

Market followers cited high minimum percentages with 
which companies participating in the auction were forced 
to comply. For almost all aggregated load zones apart from 
Tepozteco, which covers the central Valle de Mexico region 
and has the biggest demand level of all the aggregated load 
zones, buyers had to seek a minimum level of 2% of the total 
demand load for each different load block.

Another modification market sources suggested as important 
was the need to lower the risk for sellers participating in the 
auction. Instead of having energy sold in blocks, sellers could 
be offered a commitment to deliver a firm volume of energy to 
the market, with these goals established as early as possible.

mexIco

cFesB

The failure to secure energy or potencia contracts through 
the tender could prove particular harmful to CFE Suministro 
Basico (CFESB), the regulated market retail arm of CFE.

CFESB presented the largest range of bids in the auction, 
however its prices were deemed unrealistically low, and as 
a consequence, it failed to close any transactions.

Without contracts from the auction, CFESB will be 
exposed to a greater extent to buying power on the spot 
market and potencia through the balancing market.

Given that the retailer’s tariffs are fixed by energy 
regulator CRE, the mid-term auction had been seen as a 
prime opportunity for CFESB to hedge by locking in both 
energy and potencia at firm prices. 

“Going forward, it will be essential for CFE Suministro 
Basico to recognise that it does not have the capability to 
analyse its own positions, and to get the help it needs in 
order to execute a more prudent hedging strategy,” the 
source said.
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